Analysis of referral patterns, predictive accuracy, and impact on patient management of myocardial perfusion imaging in a new nuclear cardiology laboratory.
Most of the published data on myocardial perfusion imaging (MPI) come from large tertiary-referral medical centers with extensive experience in cardiac imaging as well as a large volume of procedures. Whether the results of MPI remain as reliable in new nuclear cardiology laboratories with smaller volumes of procedures is unknown. The purpose of this study was to analyze the referral patterns, predictive accuracy, and impact of MPI on clinical practice in a newly opened nuclear cardiology laboratory. We performed a prospective study on all patients referred for MPI at our nuclear cardiology laboratory during its first year of operation. Patients were followed up for 3 months after the MPI study to determine whether they underwent coronary angiography. The study population consisted of 334 patients. Their mean age was 56 +/- 10 years, and 80% were men. Of the patients, 30% were asymptomatic, 29% had angina, and only 6% had recent acute myocardial infarction or unstable angina. Fifty-one patients (fifteen percent) were subsequently referred for coronary angiography. The positive and negative predictive values of MPI were 91% and 86%, respectively. The presence of reversible perfusion defects (P =.02) and the presence of multiple perfusion defects (P =.01) on MPI were the most important determinants of subsequent referral to coronary angiography. MPI stress testing retains its high diagnostic accuracy in a new nuclear cardiology laboratory with a relatively small volume of procedures. Furthermore, MPI findings in this population had a strong impact on the clinical practice of the referring physicians in terms of subsequent referral to coronary angiography.